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PUBLIC INTEREST ORGANIZATION ACTION

Each regulatory agency of
California government hears from
those trades or industries it respectively affects. Usually organized
through various trade associations,
professional lobbyists regularly
formulate positions, draft legislation and proposed rules, and provide information as part of an
ongoing agency relationship. These
groups usually focus on the particular agency overseeing a major
aspect of their business. The current activities of these groups are
reviewed as a part of the summary
discussion of each agency, infra.
There are, in addition, a number of organizations which do not
represent a profit-stake interest in
regulatory policies. These organizations advocate more diffuse
interests-the taxpayer, small
business owner, consumer, environment, future. The growth of regulatory government has led some of
these latter groups to become
advocates before the regulatory
agencies of California, often before more than one agency and
usually on a sporadic: basis.
Public interest organizations
vary in ideology from the Pacific
Legal Foundation to Campaign
California. What follows are brief
descriptions of the current projects of these separate and diverse
groups. The staff of the Center
for Public Interest Law has surveyed approximately 200 such
groups in California, directly contacting most of them. The following brief descriptions are only
intended to summarize their activities and plans with respect to the
various regulatory agencies in
California.

ACCESS TO JUSTICE
FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1736
Santa Monica, CA 90406
(213) 383-9618
Access to Justice Foundation (AJF)
is a nonprofit, nonpartisan citizen advocacy organization established to inform the public about the operation of
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the legal system; provide independent,
objective research on the protection
accorded citizens by laws; and guarantee
citizens of California access to a fair
and efficient system of justice.
AJF publishes a bimonthly report,
Citizens Alliance, on citizens' rights
issues and actions at the local, state, and
federal levels. Legislative, judicial, and
administrative activities which impact on
the public justice system and the exercise
of citizens' rights are a major focus of
the organization's research and educational activities. AJF is funded by grants
and individual memberships.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Under a provision of Proposition
103, Californians are now able to form
groups and negotiate for lower grouprate property/ casualty insurance premiums, according to AJF's project,
Voter Revolt to Cut Insurance Rates.
Voter Revolt, which sponsored and
successfully passed Proposition l03 in
the November 1988 election (see CRLR
Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989) pp. 12-13),
announced in March that a group of
San Fernando Valley senior citizens
would negotiate a group insurance plan.
Voter Revolt and consumer advocate
Ralph Nader are assisting the group,
and Nader said passage of the initiative
provides consumers with the same right
to band together and obtain lower group
insurance rates as large companies.
Nader insisted that insurance companies
could reap potentially large profits and
expanded markets by responding to
groups of consumers who seek to negotiate with insurers for lower premiums
and better service. He said the group
insurance provision (section 1861.12 of
the Insurance Code) would also mean
increased insurer competition in the state.
Voter Revolt leader and Proposition
103 author Harvey Rosenfield said that
the initiative has essentially repealed the
"fictitious group" law that previously
prohibited group property/ casualty insurance plans in the state. He said that
"group auto and homeowner insurance
plans are now within all consumers'
grasp and represent one of the many
positive long-term effects of Proposition
103 whose implementation does not require action by the Insurance Commissioner. n
In early March, Voter Revolt, joined
by State Board of Equalization member
Conway Collis, announced formation of
a new citizens' commission to support
Proposition 103 and other insurance reform measures through lobbying activity

in Sacramento. The private organization,
known as the "Proposition l03 Insurance
Action Commission," will work closely
with Voter Revolt and will be chaired
by Collis. The Commission will work
toward requiring insurance companies
to pay state income taxes and encouraging the development of group auto insurance policies. Collis said the Commission
will be made up of influential legislators,
attorneys, and business owners.
On March 7, the California Supreme
Court heard oral argument in Ca/farm
Insurance Co. v. Deukmejian, No.
S007838, in Sacramento. (See CRLR
Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989) pp. 12 and
74-76 for background information.) The
insurance industry, which brought the
suit challenging Proposition I 03 soon
after the November election, urged the
justices to invalidate the entire initiative.
Justices asked both proponents and opponents whether parts of the initiative,
if found unconstitutional, could be
severed without affecting the other sections. Attorney General John Van de
Kamp countered the insurers' arguments,
denying that any of the sections are
unconstitutional; but said that if the
court ruled otherwise, specific provisions
could be dropped without affecting the
remainder. The court is expected to rule
on the case within ninety days of the
March oral argument.
Voting along party lines, the legislature on March 2 killed AB 121 (Johnston), an interim emergency bill that
would have frozen auto insurance rates
at November 8, 1988 levels until the
Supreme Court rules on the fate of
Proposition 103. The Assembly voted
46-12 in favor of the bill, but the measure required a two-thirds (54 votes)
margin. Assemblymember Steve Peace
was the only Democrat to vote against
AB 121, with most Republicans also
opposing it. Rosenfield said rejection of
the measure along party lines was disturbing since the initiative passed with a
bipartisan majority. He wondered "if
the Republican Party isn't taking a
dangerous gamble in aligning itself with
insurers."
On February 13, Insurance Commissioner Roxani Gillespie rejected two
petitions filed in January by backers of
Proposition l03. Voter Revolt had joined
in one of the petitions filed by Consumers Union, the Center for Public
Interest Law, the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, NAACP, Latino
Issues Forum, Congress of California
Seniors, and the South-Central Organizing Committee. The petition proposed
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rulemaking that would limit insurers'
ability to cancel or refuse to renew auto
insurance policies. Specifically, the
groups wanted Gillespie to adopt proposed rules to implement Proposition
I03's provision on cancellation and nonrenewal restrictions, mainly by defining
what constitutes a "substantial increase
in the hazard insured against" that
would allow an insurer to cancel or not
renew a policy. Another petition filed
earlier by the Center for Public Interest
Law was also denied. It urged a rulemaking definition of an insurer's "substantial threat of insolvency," which is
the showing needed to exempt an insurer
from Proposition 103's rate rollback and
one-year freeze, two provisions which
remain stayed by order of the California
Supreme Court at this writing.

AMERICAN LUNG
ASSOCIATION OF
CALIFORNIA
P. 0. Box 7000-866
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
(213) 378-3950
The American Lung Association of
California (ALAC) emphasizes the prevention and control of lung disease and
the associated effects of air pollution.
Any respiratory care legislative bill is of
major concern. Similarly, the Association is concerned with the actions of the
Air Resources Board and therefore monitors and testifies before that Board. The
Association has extended the scope of
its concerns to encompass a wider range
of issues pertaining to public health and
environmental toxics generally.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
ALAC President E.A. Oppenheimer,
MD, called last November's passage of
the Tobacco Tax and Health Protection
Act (Proposition 99) "a great victory for
all Californians .... This proposition will
save lives, because it will underwrite
medical research, medical care, and because it will keep youngsters free of
cigarette addiction and smoking-related
disease."
ALAC reported that analysts predict
the new 25-cent-per-pack cigarette tax
will raise $32.5 million annually for lung
disease research. That amount is approximately six times what the National Cancer Institute will spend in California this
year on tobacco-related diseases. The
initiative will also raise approximately
$292.5 million for care of the medicallyuninsured-two-thirds of which will go
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to the treatment of patients suffering
from tobacco-related diseases.
In February, the Coalition for a
Healthy California, sponsor of Proposition 99 (of which ALAC is a member
group), criticized the Deukmejian administration's budget proposals for spending
the funds raised by the initiative. The
Coalition said the administration is playing a shell game in its attempts to fund
a variety of programs that are already
financed from general tax revenues.
According to Dr. James Nethery, chair
of the Coalition, "The wording of the
initiative is very clear. The funds are not
to be used to replace existing programs
and there is no question in my mind
that is exactly what is happening in this
case." He said the Coalition would file a
lawsuit to block the spending proposal
if the legislature accepts the Governor's
plan. The tobacco industry has already
filed suit in an attempt to block implementation of Proposition 99, asserting
it is unconstitutional in that voters
are prohibited from raising taxes except
by a constitutional amendment; it deals
with more than one subject and finances
more than one program; and it ties
the hands of future legislatures in the
event that changes in the initiative are
needed.
Early this year, ALAC joined a coalition of California public interest organizations in calling on the Bush
administration and California's congressional delegation to enact a
strengthened federal Clean Air Act in
this legislative session. It has been more
than ten years since the Clean Air Act
was amended and reauthorization has
been due since 1981, according to the
coalition. The group has urged President
Bush and Congress to bring 107 cities
into compliance with federal air quality
standards by requiring auto makers to
use newer, more effective pollution control devices and gasoline vapor controls;
and requiring that industries use new
pollution control technology.
The new Clean Air Alliance also
wants the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to set standards for
more than 200 toxic air pollutants that
endanger human health and the environment. Only eight such pollutants are currently regulated. The group called for a
reduction in acid rain emissions and the
increased use of energy efficient technologies to achieve the needed emission
reductions. The coalition includes Greenpeace, CalPIRG, the Toxics Coordinating Project in San Francisco, the Environmental Defense Fund, the League of
Women Voters, and a host of other groups.
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
555 Audubon Place
Sacramento, CA 95825
(916) 481-5332
The National Audubon Society
(N AS) has two priorities: the conservation of wildlife, including endangered
species, and the conservation and wise
use of water. The society works to establish and protect wildlife refuges, wilderness areas, and wild and scenic rivers.
To achieve these goals, the society supports measures for the abatement and
prevention of all forms of environmental
pollution.

MAJOR PROJECTS:
On January 26, the Third District
Court of Appeal in Sacramento ruled
for the second time in eight months that
the City of Los Angeles' Department of
Water and Power (DWP) must reduce
the amount of water it diverts from
streams feeding into Mono Lake in order
to maintain fish populations (California
Trout, Inc. et al., v. State Water Resources Control Board, No. C000713,
Jan. 26, 1989). The three-judge appellate
panel held that the licenses granted to
DWP for full stream water diversion
violate state fish and game laws which
require sufficient water releases to sustain fish populations downstream of
dams. The ruling overturned a 1986
Sacramento Superior Court decision
which held that DWP need not comply
with Fish and Game Code section 5946
(which makes unlimited stream water
diversions illegal), which was enacted
after the original water permits were
issued over forty years ago. Spokespersons for NAS, the Mono Lake Committee, and Cal-Trout, which brought
the suit against DWP and WRCB, called
the decision a victory which will help
in the campaign to save the lake from
shrinking. Mono Lake is east of Yosemite National Park on the eastern
slope of the Sierra Nevada Mountains.
An attorney for DWP said the city
would petition the state Supreme Court
for review of the court's decision. (See
infra agency report on WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD; see
CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 14
and Vol. 8, No. 3 (Summer 1988) pp.
117-18 for background information.)
A congressional report released February 20 criticized the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) for "compromising" the scientific integrity of a study
used to support the agency's decision
not to include the northern spotted owl
as an endangered species. (See CRLR
Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989) p. 13 and
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Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 14 for
background information.) The General
Accounting Office (GAO) report stated:
"In summary, we found several factors
that raise questions about [the USFWS1
thoroughness and objectivity in considering the petition to designate the spotted owl as an endangered species." The
report found that USFWS staff had less
than three months to complete its analysis and, as a result, failed to fully
address information potentially critical
to the owl's condition. The USFWS report, prepared by non-government spotted owl experts, was "substantially
altered [by USFWS officials] to make it
more suitable for support of a no-list
decision," according to the GAO study.
The USFWS official who made the nolist decision told the GAO that "he decided to deny the listing petition at least
partially in response to a belief that top
FWS and Interior Department officials
would not accept a decision to grant the
petition." Representative Gary Studds,
Chair of the House Subcommittee on
Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation,
said the GAO report is a devastating
indictment of USFWS management at
the highest levels.
The spotted owl is found in the mature or "old-growth" forests of northern
California, Oregon, and Washington. A
study conducted by the Wilderness
Society says the U.S. Forest Service is
allowing the harvesting of the last
stands of virgin forests by private logging companies at the rate of 1,000 acres
per week. U.S. Forest Service reports
have concluded that if the spotted owl is
classified endangered, up to 2.6 million
acres of old-growth forest land (27% of
northwest national forest land suitable
for timber harvesting) could be ruled
off-limits to logging activity.
The March 1989 issue of Audubon
magazine noted that President Bush's
appointment of Manuel Lujan as Secretary of the U.S. Department of the Interior caused puzzlement and dismay in
the environmental community. In twenty
years as a congressional representative
from New Mexico, Lujan had not shown
any particular aptitude for resolving disputes over public resources, and his
ratings from the League of Conservation
Voters have been dismal, according to
Audubon. NAS Vice President Brooks
Yeager said Lujan's voting record on
issues important to N AS "is not stellar. ..
but he has shown an ability to be pragmatic and accessible.
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BERKELEY LAW FOUNDATION
Boalt Hall School of Law, Rm. 1E
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 642-1738
The Berkeley Law Foundation (BLF)
is an income-sharing organization of
Boalt law students and faculty which
provides funding to public interest law
projects. BLF is an "attempt to institutionalize financial, moral and directional
support for public interest work within
the legal profession, thereby avoiding
dependence on outside foundations or
governmental largesse."
BLF is a nonprofit corporation governed by a seventeen-member Board of
Directors elected directly by the membership. The Board includes attorneys
in both public and private practice, community representatives and law school
faculty members, as well as members of
the Foundation.
Foundation grants are designed to
provide subsistence support and startup funding for recently-trained attorneys
committed to public interest work. BLF
also provides a summer grants program
to help law students undertake summer
projects under the auspices of a sponsoring public interest organization.

CALIFORNIA CONSUMER
AFFAIRS ASSOCIATION
c/o David Ball,
Consumer Protection Division
Office of District Attorney
Room 183, Hall of Justice
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 499-6482
California Consumer Affairs Association (CCAA) is a statewide affiliation of
local consumer protection agencies. The
Association was founded in 1974 to establish and facilitate an avenue of communication among agencies concerned
with the protection of consumers. CCAA
actively represents the interests of California consumers in legislative and regulatory arenas. It serves its members and
the public by providing workshops, training sessions, and forums,and by preparing and publishing educational materials
and legislative summaries. Member groups
provide their constituencies with counseling, information, and informal mediation
services when marketplace transactions
result in disputes. Some member agencies
act as small claims court advisors.
Membership in CCAA is open to
federal, state, and local agencies which

are primarily funded by the government,
with a mandate of consumer protection
and/ or assistance. Nonprofit organizations devoted to consumerism may also
be eligible for membership. In addition,
CCAA membership includes representatives of federal, state, and local law
enforcement entities. Association structure is divided into northern and southern California divisions. CCAA convenes
annually to involve members in setting
goals and policies and to elect· new officers. An executive committee composed
of a vice president from each division
and other CCAA officers ensures coordination.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In her year-end report as CCAA
President, Jody Anne Becker said that
the most significant accomplishment of
1988 was the establishment of closer
relations with the state Department of
Consumer Affairs (DCA). Becker credited Michael E. Vader, Deputy Director
and Chief of DCA's Division of Consumer Services, for his outstanding cooperation with CCAA.
Becker said that the only portion of
CCAA 's 1988 legislative program that
passed all hurdles was AB 1913 (Harris),
which increased the jurisdictional
amount of small claims court from
$1,500 to $2,000 in 1989, and then to
$2,500 in 1991. Members of CCAA's
legislative committee were disappointed
with the passage of SB 2592 (Dills),
which removed ceilings on retail credit
card interest rates.
CCAA will monitor a long list of
legislative issues this year, including
mandatory availability of air bags on all
new cars; consumer protection in auto
leasing; broadening consumer access to
and protection in banking services; increased DCA board and bureau regulatory jurisdiction based on consumer
complaint trends; and the elimination or
merger of unnecessary state boards and
commissions. Measures that decrease
participation of consumer members on
state boards and commissions will be
opposed. CCAA plans to support bills
involving consumer transactions which
contain provisions requiring adequate
and increased public disclosure; reform
of and increased disclosure in medigap
insurance; cost and coverage of health
and auto insurance; increased opportunities for public participation in government policymaking decisions; and
measures which enhance consumer protection with regard to service contracts.
Legislation dealing with tenant/ landlord
relations, travel agency practices, utility
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rate consumer representation, and regulatory reforms will also be monitored
by CCAA.

CALIFORNIA PUBLIC
INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP
1147 S. Robertson Blvd., Suite 203
Los Angeles, CA 90035
(213) 278-9244
Ca!PIRG is a nonprofit statewide
organization founded and primarily staffed by students from several California
universities. It is the largest studentfunded organization of its kind in the
state. There are Ca!PIRG chapters on
four campuses of the University of California and at the private University of
Santa Clara.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Last year, over 71,000 Californians
signed Ca!PIRG's postcards in support
of a Toxics Use Reduction Act in the
legislature. In spite of overwhelming
public support, SB 2767 (Petris) did not
pass. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall
1988) p. 16 for background information.)
In 1989, Ca!PIRG and many other sponsoring groups are backing a new package
of toxics use reduction (TUR) bills.
TUR focuses on the reduction of
dangers associated with toxics, the use
of fewer toxic materials by industries
through redesign or modernization of
production processes, and an increase in
the use of alternatives to toxic chemicals.
Interest and support for TUR has grown
since a 1987 report entitled "Serious
Reduction of Hazardous Waste" was
released by the federal Office of Technology Assessment. The report concluded that U.S. industries could reduce
their use of toxics by 50% within ten
years without economic repercussions.
Ca!PIRG has sponsored two toxics
use reduction bills this year. AB 1430
(Eastin) would create a TUR Institute at
San Jose State University. The Institute
would research, analyze, and disseminate
information to toxic waste generators
regarding effective methods of reducing
the use of such materials. The Institute
would also train technicians to work in
the area of toxic use reduction.
AB 1728 (Katz), the Toxic Information Clearinghouse Act, would mandate
computerization and standardization of
inventory information which currently
must be provided to state and federal
agencies. Such a measure would facilitate the comparison of data collected by
different agencies. The bill would also
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require that additional information be
provided under current state and federal
right-to-know statutes. The data which
would be generated is necessary for analyzing the relationship between toxic
use and toxic waste generation, providing the public with information on toxic
use and waste, evaluating the effectiveness of efforts at reduction of toxic use,
and identifying policy directions for
toxic use reduction.
At a Los Angeles news conference
on January 26, Ca!PIRG charged that
the California Department of Food and
Agriculture (CDFA) has spent thousands
of dollars to produce a false and misleading brochure on pesticides entitled
"Food Safety-Here Are The Facts."
CDFA is providing the brochure to
supermarkets as a bag stuffer, and Lucky
Stores has incorporated CDFA's information in its own advertising. Ca!PIRG's
environmental policy analyst, David
Bunn, asserted that the Department's
brochure is designed to quell public concern about pesticide contamination and
food safety. Ca!PIRG claims that CDFA
lacks sufficient data on the health effects of pesticides to adequately protect
consumers and that the Department
routinely monitors only about one-third
of the more than 300 pesticides used on
food. With regard to enforcement of
pesticide laws, Ca!PIRG says CDFA's
record is dismal. An analysis of enforcement records found 9,287 violations in a
one-year period ending June 1988, but
only 600 fines were levied during that
period and in only 18 cases is legal
action being considered.
Consumer and environmental groups
such as Ca!PIRG claim the "acceptable
levels" allowed by the state and federal
government are questionable, because
less than 2% of the required health effect
studies necessary to register pesticides
have been conducted. CDFA also does
not inform consumers that scientists estimate that pesticide residues in food
cause chronic illness in tens of thousands
of Americans each year. Ca!PIRG's
Winter 1988 CalCitizen newsletter explained that a National Academy of
Sciences report found that as many as
20,000 Americans contract various cancers each year due to pesticide residues
on food. Ca!PIRG reminds consumers
that the pesticide industry is worth approximately $6.5 billion and sells 2.6 billion pounds of its products each year-400
million pounds of which are used in California. Contributions by chemical companies to members of Congress totalled
over $1.2 million between I 981-1986.
Ca!PIRG is sponsoring AB 417
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(Connelly), the Food Safety Act, which
would close the gaps in state pesticide
regulations. The bill would upgrade
monitoring for cancer-causing chemicals
in raw fruits and vegetables, and for
the first time establish routine monitoring of processed foods. Last summer
Ca!PIRG gathered over 30,000 Citizen
Action Pledges from members, who promised to circulate a statewide initiative
petition should the legislature fail to
enact adequate pesticide control laws in
1989. At the national level, U.S. PIRG
is working to strengthen pesticide regulation and to prevent groundwater contamination by pesticides. (See infra
report on NATURAL RESOURCES
DEFENSE COUNCIL for more information on this issue.)
Ca!PIRG is also supporting SB 970
(Petris), the Child Poisoning Prevention
Act, which would assist poison control
centers in analyzing poisoning incidents.
The resulting data could be used to
create strategies and educational programs to prevent poisonings by the most
dangerous home chemical products. The
bill would also fund medical research in
the area of poisoning.

CALIFORNIANS AGAINST
WASTE
909 12th St., Suite 201
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 443-5422
In 1977, Californians Against Waste
(CAW) was formed to advocate for a
recycling bill in the legislature which
would require a minimum refundable
deposit of five cents on beer and soft
drink containers. After being repeatedly
thwarted legislatively by well-financed
industry opponents, CAW sponsored and
organized a coalition for a statewide
citizen initiative which appeared on the
ballot in 1982 as Proposition 11. That
measure failed after can and bottle manufacturers and their allies raised and
spent $6 million to defeat it. CAW
worked for passage in 1986 of AB 2020
(Margolin), the "bottle bill" which in
its final compromise form establishes a
redemption value of one cent per container, with the amount increasing to
three cents if specified recycling goals
are not achieved. The bill requires recycling centers to be located within onehalf mile of supermarkets with over $2
million in annual sales.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In March, CAW announced the start
of its I 989 California Solid Waste Re-
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cycling Act campaign. Assemblymember
Lucy Killea has introduced AB 80, which
would require cities and counties statewide to reduce the amount of solid waste
deposited in landfills by 25%, and eventually by 50%. According to CAW, California is now recycling only 10% of its
waste. Under AB 80, local communities
would have broad flexibility to utilize
the most cost-effective means to achieve
the 25% waste reduction. The proposed
law is based on similar laws already in
effect in Oregon, New Jersey, Florida,
and other states.
If the bill passes and is signed into
law, CAW says recycling will become
part of our daily lives, with home pickup of newspapers, glass, aluminum, and
plastics. It would also mean recyclable
paper packaging instead of styrofoam at
fast-food restaurants, and an opportunity
for consumers to purchase more recycled
paper and other products. In addition,
more businesses and government agencies would be using recycled paper and
new recycling businesses would develop,
offering opportunities to the disadvantaged and disabled.
CAW believes AB 80 has a fair chance
in the legislature, but is concerned about
Governor Deukmejian, who vetoed similar legislation last year (AB 3298-Killea,
Cortese). CAW criticized a state Senate
Task Force on Waste Management paper
that recommended new landfills and incinerators in communities without them.
"These options will not reduce California's mountain of garbage, but only condemn our schools and neighborhoods to
living in its shadow," asserts CA W's
Sandra Jerabek. CAW also strongly attacked the undue influence of the state's
refuse industry on the California Waste
Management Board (CWMB). At the
Senate Task Force hearing on March
10, CAW and other environmentalists
testified that recycling is still receiving
only a half-hearted commitment from
CWMB, while the garbage industry dominates state solid waste policy. CAW
insists that the first line of defense in the
trash crisis should be waste reduction
and recycling, beginning with a statewide
law requiring recycling.
According to CAW spokesperson
Rod Miller, at least five of the eight
CWMB members have direct financial
ties to the refuse industry, including consulting contracts, company ownership,
insurance deals, and loans from the industry. CAW asserts that CWMB has
ignored and opposed statewide recycling
proposals and laws, including AB 2020
(Margolin), the "bottle bill" signed in
1986. The recycling group is calling for
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an end to the industry's domination of
CWMB and enactment of conflict of
interest provisions for the Board which
would prohibit its members from employment in the same industry it regulates.
On March 10, CAW and state Senator Gary Hart announced introduction
of SB 1221, which would raise the redemption value on beverage containers
under AB 2020. The current one-cent
redemption value would be raised to
five cents per container beginning January 1990 for any type of container that
is not being recycled at a rate of 65%.
Containers being recycled at a 65% or
higher rate would have a two-for-fivecents redemption value. Additionally,
any container 24 ounces and larger
would be counted as two containers and
carry a double (ten cents) value. After a
year of AB 2020 enforcement experience
with required recycling centers being
established near every major market,
CAW asserts that the one-cent redemption rate is not adequately motivating
the level of recycling needed to reach
the 80% goal of the law. CAW says that
hundreds of recycling centers established
under AB 2020 have been forced to
close due to low public participation,
and there are now only 1,600 centers
operating statewide. Public opinion surveys indicate that the higher redemption
values of SB 1221 would substantially
increase participation in the program.
In January, the state Department of
Conservation released a report indicating
that barely 51 % of beverage containers
sold are being recycled. Aluminum containers are being recycled at a rate of
67%, glass containers at only 21 %, and
plastic beverage containers at only 5%.
CAW and other environmentalists testified at a March hearing before the Assembly Natural Resources Committee that
higher redemption values are essential
to meeting the 80% recycling rate goal
of AB 2020 and ensuring that valuable
resources will not be wasted in the state's
diminishing landfills and as litter on
beaches, along highways, and in parks.

CAMPAIGN CALIFORNIA
926 J Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 447-8950
In July 1986, the Campaign for
Economic Democracy (founded in 1977)
became Campaign California (CamCal).
The I 00,000-member / contributor organization, with offices in Sacramento, San
Jose, San Francisco, and Santa Monica,

continues as the largest progressive citizens action group in the state. Each
office of the organization operates a
door-to-door and telephone canvass, providing direct contact with voters regarding issues; facilitating fundraising and
signature collection drives; and resulting
in registration of new voters.
Campaign California supports efforts
to frame workable, progressive solutions
to problems in the areas of child care,
education, environment, transportation,
personal safety, insurance, and health
care. It targets the private entrepreneur
as a so,urce of economic growth, jobs,
and innovation.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Campaign California is opposing AB
42 (Jones), which would potentially
weaken Proposition 65's birth defect
standard. Proposition 65 is the Safe
Drinking Water and Toxics Enforcement
Act, passed overwhelmingly by voters in
1986. Primarily supported by agricultural interests, AB 42 would allow the Governor's Scientific Advisory Panel (SAP)
to set the levels of exposure for chemicals which cause reproductive harm. At
this writing, AB 42 is in the Assembly
Environmental Safety and Toxic Materials Committee awaiting rehearing.
CamCal said it opposes this bill because
it believes SAP bends to industry lobbying and makes decisions that are contrary to the intent of Proposition 65.
CamCal's door-to-door canvassing
project is collecting letters in opposition
to AB 42 directed at Assemblymember
Sally Tanner, chair of the Committee.
According to CamCal, many chemicals
which cause reproductive harm are used
in pesticides and growth enhancers. The
acceptable exposure to birth defect
chemicals established by Proposition 65
is very stringent, and with AB 42, the
agricultural industry is attempting to
convince the legislature that it 1s 1mpossible to meet the existing levels,
CamCal said.
In January, CamCal and a local
group, Sacramentans for Safe Energy,
began organizing a new campaign to
oppose continued operation of the
Rancho Seco nuclear plant, which is on
the June 1989 Sacramento area ballot as
"Measure K" (see CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4
(Fall 1988) p. 17 for background information). On January 10, Rancho Seco
returned to operation after a 32-day
outage. The reactor was again idled from
February I until March 17, caused by a
generator pump failure which cost the
Sacramento Municipal Utility District
(SMUD) $13 million. Rancho Seco has
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experienced over 100 shutdowns since it
began operating in 1974 and has operated, on the average, at 40% capacity
since then.
On February 15, CamCal sent a letter
to Joe Buonaiuto, Chair of the SMUD
Board of Directors, requesting that the
Board secure an impartial analysis of all
data on the monthly performance of
Rancho Seco. The CamCal letter suggested that the Rancho Seco management
had "cooked the books" in January to
show that the reactor operated at higher
than 50% capacity. CamCal said that
the management did not inform the public that it had used an output capacity
figure of 903 megawatts (MW) when the
reactor's true design capacity is 913
MW. Under Measure C, which passed
by less than one percentage point in
June 1988, Rancho Seco is required to
be permanently closed if it fails to
operate at more than 50% capacity for a
period of four consecutive months (after
December 31, 1988). A four-fifths vote
of the SMUD Board could negate that
requirement if the Board determines that
continued operation is in the best economic interest of the public.

CENTER FOR LAW IN THE
PUBLIC INTEREST
11835 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 1/55
Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213) 470-3000
The Center for Law in the Public
Interest (CLIP!), founded in 1971, provides public interest law services. Some
legal services for the Center are provided
by the law firm of Hall and Phillips,
while a number of legal cases are handled
on a contract basis by outside attorneys.
The Center's major focus is litigation in
the areas of environmental protection,
civil rights and liberties, corporate reform, arms control, communications and
land use planning.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In 1988, CLIPI received a $20,000
grant from the J. Roderick MacArthur
Foundation which is being used to develop new outreach for its False Claims
Project. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. I (Winter 1988) pp. 22-23 for background information.) CLIPI hopes to inform
employees working under federal contracts about their rights under the False
Claims Act through notices in professional and technical journals. Other
funds are supporting the nationwide
false claims telephone hotline and re-
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search relating to false claims investigation.
In a settlement reached last year between CLIPI (on behalf of the Sierra
Club) and the Sunnyglen Corporation,
the $700,000 Quercus Fund was established to purchase open space in the
Santa Monica Mountains. Two land
trusts designated to spend Quercus
funds-the Mountains Restoration Trust
and the Trust for Public Lands-have
purchased significant parcels in the
Santa Monica Mountains area. A fall
1988 purchase of 14 acres of Cold Creek
in Topanga Canyon adds to the 160
acres known as Hernandez Bowl acquired in 1987. When completed, the
expanding parkland along the "Backbone Trail" will run 54 miles from Griffith Park to Point Mugu. Hernandez
Bowl has since been transferred to the
National Park Service of the U.S. Department of the Interior, which repaid
Mountains Restoration Trust for the land.
Meanwhile, the Trust for Public
Lands has spent $200,000 to help complete the sale of Roberts Ranch in
Solstice Canyon near Malibu. The ranch
is the last large undeveloped canyon
available to link the Santa Monica
Mountain ridgetops with the state beaches in Malibu. With the help of Quercus
funds and the Trust for Public Lands,
the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy is near its goal of completing the
nearly $6.4 million purchase of the entire
556-acre Roberts Ranch property. The
Conservancy hopes the land will be
taken over by the state parks system
and paid for by funds generated from
passage of Proposition 70, the Wildlife,
Coastal and Parkland Conservation Act
passed by voters in June 1988.
In February, CLIP! sponsored a Los
Angeles regional conference on parks
and open space to bring together various interest groups who share common
goals of improving urban parks and
preserving undeveloped areas. Many
urban parks have lost funding and staff
and have suffered serious declines in the
ten years since the passage of Proposition 13. Some parks have become privatized by developers, while others have
turned into trouble spots prone to vandalism and outbreaks of violence. A
major discussion at the conference concerned methods of allocating the newlyavailable Proposition 70 park funds.
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CENTER FOR PUBLIC
INTEREST LAW
University of San Diego School of Law
Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 260-4806
The Center for Public Interest Law
(CPIL) was formed in 1980 after approval by the faculty of the University
of San Diego School of Law. The faculty
selected Robert C. Fellmeth, a law
faculty professor, as the Center's director. CPIL is funded by the University
and private foundation grants.
The Center is run by six staff members, including an attorney in San Francisco, and approximately forty law
students. Students in the Center attend
courses in regulated industries, administrative law, environmental law, and consumer law, and attend meetings and
monitor activities of assigned agencies.
Each student also contributes quarterly
agency updates to the California Regulatory Law Reporter. After several months,
the students choose clinic projects involving active participation in rulemaking, litigation, or writing.
The Center is attempting to make
the regulatory functions of state government more efficient and more visible by
serving as a public monitor of state
regulatory agencies. The Center studies
approximately sixty agencies, including
most boards, commissions and departments with entry control, rate regulation, or related regulatory powers over
businesses, trades, and professions.

MAJOR PROJECTS:
On April 5, CPIL released "Physician
Discipline in California: A Code Blue
Emergency," its yearlong study of the
physician discipline system administered
by the Board of Medical Quality Assurance (see FEATURE ARTICLE for condensed version of this report). During
this legislative session, CPIL plans to
sponsor legislation to implement many
of the proposals suggested in the report.
Senator Robert Presley, who successfully
carried last year's landmark legislation
to reform the discipline system of the
State Bar, is expected to amend many
of CPIL's proposals into his existing
SB 1434.
On March I, CPIL Director Professor
Robert Fellmeth released his Fourth
Progress Report of the State Bar Discipline Monitor. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No.
I (Winter 1989) pp. 17 and 107; Vol. 8,
No. 4 (Fall 1988) pp. 18-19; and Vol. 7,
No. 3 (Summer 1987) p. I for background information.) In the report,
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Fellmeth documented the first visible
signs of progress in reducing the Bar's
backlogs in intake, investigations, and
prosecutions. CPIL is continuing to
monitor the Bar in its selection of nine
new State Bar Court Judges, who-beginning July 1, 1989-will preside over and
decide all State Bar discipline cases pursuant to SB 1498 (Presley) (Chapter
1159, Statutes of 1988).
CPIL continues to actively participate in public interest litigation. On
March 7, the California Supreme Court
heard oral argument in Ca/farm v. Deukmejian, the insurance industry's challenge to Proposition 103. CPIL attorneys
Robert Fellmeth and James Wheaton
participated in the representation of the
successful initiative's sponsors, Voter
Revolt director Harvey Rosenfield and
consumer activist Ralph Nader (see
supra report on ACCESS TO JUSTICE
FOUNDATION for further information).
On April 11, Professor Fellmeth argued
CPIL's case to the Fourth District Court
of Appeal in CPJL v. Fair Political
Practices Commission, the Center's challenge to the FPPC's interpretation of
Propositions 68 and 73, two campaign
reform initiatives passed by the voters in
June 1988. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. I
(Winter 1989) p. 17 for background information.) Finally, CPIL attorney
James Wheaton is preparing for a summer jury trial in Le Bup Thi Dao v.
BMQA, in which CPIL represents several Vietnamese physicians who were
denied licensure by the Board of Medical
Quality Assurance for a two-year period.
On March I, CPIL reopened its Sacramento office. The office is directed by
longtime legislative advocate Steve Barrow (formerly with Common Cause),
assisted by Rosa Garza. In addition to
enabling CPIL to actively advocate legislative proposals pertaining to its various
projects, the Sacramento office will also
permit CPIL to better monitor Sacramento-based regulatory agencies.
Also on March I, CPIL submitted
three grant proposals to the Public Utilities Commission's Telecommunications
Education Trust Fund, which was created from $16.5 million in penalties paid
by Pacific Bell for deceptive marketing
practices. CPIL's proposals would establish projects administered by the Centeralone and/ or in concert with other
successful consumer groups-to provide
meaningful and accessible information
to consumers on the regulation of the
telecommunications industry.
On April 5, Professor Fellmeth testified before the Assembly Select Committee on Ethics, chaired by John Vascon-
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cellos. In his remarks, Fellmeth urged
legislators to enact ethics legislation to
establish legislative salaries by independent commission and ban all honoraria,
gifts, paid travel expenses, outside income, "revolving door" lobbying employment shortly after leaving the legislature,
and personal use of campaign funds.
Fellmeth argued that legislators must
build a "wall of integrity" around their
positions, to ensure that elections are
meaningful and legislative decisions are
made on the merits and not based upon
special interest campaign contributions
or other economic subterfuges.

COMMON CAUSE
636 S. Hobart Blvd., Suite 226
Los Angeles, CA 90005
(213)387-2017
California Common Cause (CCC) is
a public affairs lobbying organization
dedicated to obtaining a "more open,
accountable and responsive government"
and "decreasing the power of special
interests to affect the legislature."
MAJOR PROJECTS:
On February 8, Common Cause said
it was satisfied that a Los Angeles
Superior Court judge rejected Fair
Political Practices Commission (FPPC)
regulations allowing political candidates
and committees to "cleanse" and use
campaign funds collected prior to the
effective date of Proposition 73, one of
two campaign contribution initiatives
passed by voters in June 1988. CCC's
lawsuit against the FPPC charged the
agency with overstepping its authority
by essentially rewriting the initiative in
issuing the regulations. (See CRLR Vol.
9, No. I (Winter 1989) p. 18 for background information.) CCC said it is still
concerned that the question of which
funds may or may not be carried forward remains unanswered. The court
allowed the FPPC to determine whether
the effective date of the initiative would
be June 8, 1988, or January I, 1989.
CCC's Executive Director Walter Zelman said the meaning of Proposition 73
is still "murky," and that the law contains a seemingly endless maze of gray
and conflicting provisions.
In a report issued in mid-February,
CCC said campaign spending on the
1988 California legislative races climbed
to a record high. According to the report, candidates spent at least $72 million in 1988, an increase of 8% over the
$66.7 million spending rate during 1986.

Common Cause said the figures indicate
that the campaign spending race remains
in full swing, and that legislative candidates-particularly incumbents-remain
as indebted as ever to major special
interest contributors.
The study showed that incumbents
outspent all other candidates combined
by nearly a 5 to I ratio, or 83% of all
1988 campaign dollars. The average
amount spent by incumbents seeking reelection was $495,181, while average
overall spending by general election
winners was $599,424. Democrats outspent Republicans by a 3 to 2 margin,
or $33. 7 to $21.5 million. Spending in
Senate races actually decreased from
$19.9 million in 1986 to $19.2 million in
1988. Spending for Assembly seats increased sharply from $46.8 million in
1986 to $52.3 million in 1988.
Zelman said Proposition 73 will have
little effect on fundraising and spending
levels in 1990. "The new contribution
limits are riddled with loopholes through
which special interests should be able to
pour as much money as ever," he emphasized. "More than ever," Zelman
said, "California needs a limit on campaign spending, and voters know it." He
stated that public opinion polls show
spending limits win more public support
than any other campaign reform proposal.
CCC's effort to gain passage of tough
new ethics laws is in full swing. (See
CRLR Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989) p. 18
for background information.) In the current session, Common Cause is focusing
its efforts on the following ethics legislation:
-AB 31 (Lempert) would prohibit members of the Board of Equalization who
have received campaign contributions of
$250 or more from participating in
voting on matters affecting the contributor;
-AB 938 (Lempert) would lift the
exemption enjoyed by state legislators
from enforcement of conflict of interest
provisions of the Political Reform Act;
-AB 942 (Lempert) would ban all
gifts and honoraria;
-AB 291 (O'Connell) would ban honoraria and gifts, with some exceptions;
-AB 1539 (Lempert) would prohibit
off-year campaign fundraising;
-AB 18 (Lempert) would prohibit legislators from becoming registered lobbyists
for one year after leaving the legislature;
-AB 600 (Sher) would create a broad
"revolving door" statute governing the
legislative and executive branches and a
specified list of state employees;
-A yet-to-be-introduced Assembly
Constitutional Amendment by Assembly-
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member Terry Friedman would establish
a commission responsible for setting
salaries for legislative and executive
branch officials, including perquisites
and per diems, and would ban honoraria;
and
-AB I 13 (Isenberg), AB 4IO (Killea),
and SB 1355 (Keene) would all enact a
special prosecutor mechanism.
At this writing, CCC also supports
SB 3 (Roberti), which would establish
an insurance consumer advocate in the
Department of Justice; and is sponsoring
SB 205 (Hart), which would ban all
insurance companies, agents, and any
other business entities regulated by the
elected Insurance Commissioner from
contributing to a candidate for that office.

CONSUMER ACTION
116 New Montgomery St., Suite 223
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 777-9635
San Francisco Consumer Action
(CA) is a nonprofit consumer advocacy
and education organization formed in
1971. Most of its 2,300 members are in
northern California but significant
growth has taken place in southern California over the past year. CA is a multiissue group which since 1984 has focused
its work in the banking and telecommunications industries.
CA has filed petitions with and appeared before the California Public Utilities Commission (PUC) in the field of
telephone rates. Statewide pricing surveys are published periodically comparing the rates of equal-access long distance
companies and the prices of services
offered by financial institutions. The purpose of the pricing surveys, which are
released to the public, are to encourage
consumers to comparison shop, to stimulate competition in the marketplace, and
to compile data for use in advocating
reforms. In 1986, more than 18,000 consumers requested survey information.
Once each year, CA publishes consumer service guides for the San Francisco Bay area and the Los Angeles area
which list agencies and groups offering
services to consumers and assisting with
complaints. A free consumer complaint/
information switchboard is provided by
CA, and the group publishes a regular
newsletter which includes the pricing
surveys.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In December, CA released its annual
"Guide to Southern California Consumer Services," which lists over IO0
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agencies that provide assistance to citizens in the southern half of the state. A
similar guide to services in northern
California was published earlier in the
year. The southern Guide was mailed to
all CA members in that region. Nonmembers may obtain the guide by sending $2 to CA at the above address.
Last fall, CA proposed that the state
establish a clearinghouse that would give
California consumers access to information regarding solicitations from telemarketers. Speaking before the Assembly
Committee on Utilities and Commerce,
CA's Angela Moskow encouraged the
legislature to fund efforts to educate the
public about telemarketing scams; mandate a no-cost "blocking" program that
would enable consumers to elect not to
receive any sales calls; and require
"reverse boiler rooms" to register with
the state Attorney General. Reverse
boiler rooms send out mailings to potential victims, asking recipients to call the
company for further information.
Moskow said that law enforcement
agencies collect facts about telemarketers
but the information doesn't reach the
public, forcing consumers to guess about
the identity and validity of any company
that approaches them. CA has joined a
national coalition to combat boiler room
telemarketing fraud initiated by the
National Consumers League. Members
of the coalition are creating a program
for action at the national, state, and
local levels.
In December 1988, CA accused Bank
of America of "gutting" its low-cost
"Custom Choice" checking account, and
urged the bank to rescind new and higher
fees on the account. The bank announced
that customers who fail to maintain a
$500 minimum daily balance will pay a
$3-per-month service charge-up from
$2.50, and will pay a new fee of thirty
cents per check or automated teller
machine (ATM) withdrawal. CA advocates legislation that creates "baseline"
accounts for lowand moderate-income
bank customers that are similar to the
original Custom Choice checking plan.
In January, CA launched what it
called its most ambitious effort ever-a
statewide Banking Information Project.
The goal of the project is to assist lowincome, senior, disabled, and non-Englishspeaking customers in making use of
banking services. CA's Angela Moscow
is the project director, and the budget
for the first year comes from funds created by settlement of a class action lawsuit against Wells Fargo Bank. During
1989, the new project will produce and
disseminate free booklets in Chinese,
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Spanish, and English, covering the basics
of establishing, maintaining, and shopping for bank services. The educational
project will also publish three comparison surveys on banking services for
seniors and disabled individuals, containing information on rates, charges
and conditions for accounts at California
banks, credit unions and savings and
loan institutions. Surveys and booklets
will be disseminated through a statewide
network of at least 100 community-based
organizations.
Consumer Action has joined with
the Consumer Federation of America
(CFA) and several members of Congress
in opposing a proposed fee on all deposits at banks, savings and loan institutions (S&Ls), and credit unions. In
January, the Bush administration proposed such a surcharge to help pay the
enormous costs of bailing out failing
S&Ls. The proposal calls for assessing
each account 25-30 cents for every $ l00
on deposit. CA's Ken McEldowney said
taxing deposits would force a great deal
of money out of the banking system
into money market funds and other financial instruments, resulting in a lowering of interest rates on smaller accounts
and rising interest rates on larger accounts. CA asserts that small depositors
will inevitably pay a disproportionate
share of the proposed assessment.
CF A expressed outrage at agreements
worked out by the White House in late
1988 without consulting Congress in
which the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board awarded hundreds of millions of
dollars in tax write-offs to corporations
to entice them to take over failing S&Ls.
The transactions were viewed by critics
in Congress and the public interest arena
as expensive "giveaways." CF A asked
Congress to halt the agreements, saying
that consumers will pay for the tax
write-offs for many years to come. CF A
wants Congress to begin reforming the
entire S&L system so that capitalization,
liquidity, and lending requirements are
strengthened, and proper accounting
methods are enforced. CFA believes that
S&Ls which have emphasized traditional
mortgage lending practices over the past
few years-as opposed to the riskier
ventures allowed under deregulationhave remained solvent, and has urged a
return to those traditional practices,
particularly for those institutions seeking public insurance.
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CONSUMERS UNION
1535 Mission St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 431-6747
Consumers Union (CU), the largest
consumer organization in the nation, is
a consumer advocate on a wide range of
issues in both federal and state forums.
At the national level, Consumers Union
publishes Consumer Reports. Historically, Consumers Union has been very
active in California consumer issues.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
On January 12, Consumers Union
joined a number of other organizations
in filing an amicus curiae brief with the
California Supreme Court urging the
court to uphold Proposition 103. The
organizations defended the constitutionality of the initiative and argued that if
any single provision is ruled unconstitutional, the remainder should be allowed
to take effect. The coalition also filed an
administrative petition on January 18
with the Department of Insurance proposing emergency regulations to prevent
insurance companies from cancelling or
failing to renew auto insurance policies,
except pursuant to the requirements of
Proposition 103. CU spokesperson Judith
Bell pointed out that Proposition 103
has significantly increased the powers
and responsibilities of the Department
of Insurance, but the Commissioner has
failed to use those powers to protect
California consumers. The groups asked
the Department to adopt regulations to
implement a section of the Insurance
Code which applies to the cancellation
of auto policies under Proposition 103.
The petition was brought after a number
of insurance companies cancelled thousands of auto insurance policies, which
the coalition said was in violation of the
initiative.
On February 8, CU condemned a
proposal by the California Bankers Association (CBA) to repeal the entire California Banking Law (California Financial
Code sections 99-3904) and replace it
with a new law written by the bankers
themselves. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. I
(Winter 1989) pp. 70-71 for background
information.) According to CU, CBA's
proposed 468 new sections include significant changes in important areas
ranging from regulatory procedure to
consumer rights; the changes would
decrease the power and effectiveness of
the banking industry's state regulator,
the California Department of Banking.
According to CU staff attorney Nettie
Hoge, "The bankers' proposal also sig-
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nificantly weakens current ethics laws
applying to the banks and the state
Department of Banking." The proposed
new code sections would eliminate prohibitions against gifts or other financial
relationships between banks and employees of the Department. CU contends
that such relationships promote clear
conflicts of interest and should be prohibited.
CU called on legislators to reject the
bill before its introduction, focusing its
denunciation on provisions of the plan
which would (I) eliminate requirements
of current law that bank sales and
mergers be evaluated in light of their
effect on the availability of housing
finance and their impact on competition;
(2) prevent the Department of Banking
from ordering a bank to make refunds
to consumers; (3) increase the amount
of information protected from public
scrutiny by confidential status, including opinions and rulings issued by the
regulator; (4) make confidential reports
privileged, and prevent disclosure in
many civil cases or criminal proceedings;
(5) eliminate the right of an insured
depositor to withdraw funds from a certificate of deposit if the deposit is
sold to another bank; and (6) exempt
banks from civil liability in various
circumstances. CU also distributed a list
of the so-called "dirty dozen"-twelve
major provisions of CBA's proposal
which CU believes are harmful to consumers and to the principles of good
government.

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE FUND
Rockridge Market Hall
5655 College Ave.
Oakland, CA 94618
(415) 658-8008
The Environmental Defense Fund
(EDF) was formed in 1967 by a group
of Long Island scientists and naturalists
concerned that DDT was poisoning the
environment. EDF was a major force
behind the 1972 federal ban of DDT.
Staffed by scientists, economists,
and attorneys, EDF is now a national
organization working to protect the environment and the public health.
Through extensive scientific and economic research, EDF identifies and
develops solutions to environmental
problems. EDF currently concentrates
on four areas of concern: energy, toxics,
water resources and wildlife.

MAJOR PROJECTS:
According to the February issue of
the EDF Letter, Brazilian President Jose
Sarney announced a program last October aimed at reducing deforestation in
the Amazon basin and preserving Brazil's
Atlantic forest. In a televised address,
Sarney pledged to take steps to prohibit
the export of logs, suspend government
subsidies for cattle ranching and agriculture in the Amazon, and create six
working groups to study legal and administrative reforms to address what he
called the "predatory development...
destroying our flora and fauna."
Sarney's plan was apparently a response to increasing domestic and international environmental concern and
pressure from the World Bank and the
Inter-American Development Bank
(IDB) to include environmental safeguards in development programs. (See
CRLR Vol. 8, No. 3 (Summer 1988) p. 26
for background information.) For nearly
two years, the World Bank has delayed
approval of a $500 million loan to
Brazil's electrical energy sector, pending
resolution of several environmental and
Indian land issues raised by EDF. The
IDB suspended a road-paving plan for
over a year after EDF protested the
government's failure to respect Indian
land rights and protect forests.
Such international environmental
pressure has triggered a defiant nationalistic reaction from Brazilian government
officials and development interests, and
Brazil has been joined in its sovereignty
movement by other governments in
South America. Since his October announcement, President Sarney has backtracked on his earlier commitments, now
saying that Brazil will not accept any
Amazon conservation proposals which
infringe on Brazil's self-determination.
He vowed that Brazil will never accept
the internationalization of the Amazon
and that "there is no amount of international money that can buy even a
square meter of Brazilian Amazon soil."
Business leaders and conservative politicians in Brazil have declared that the
efforts to protect the rain forest and
land rights of indigenous peoples are
foreign intervention in Brazil's domestic
affairs, and that foreign competitors are
trying to prevent the growth of Brazilian
agricultural capacity.
EDF honored Francisco (Chico) Mendes Filho, the internationally-known
Brazilian rubber tree tapper who was
assassinated last December. Mendes led
the campaign to save the Amazon rain
forests from destruction by cattle ranchers by encouraging the sustainable use
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of rain forest resources.
EDF says it has succeeded in convincing the World Bank to prepare comprehensive guidelines on the use of toxic
substances in Bank-financed projects.
At EDF's request, Representative David
R. Obey, Chair of the House Subcommittee on Foreign Affairs, met with
World Bank President Barber Conable
and the vice-president of the Bank's new
Environmental Department to discuss
the establishment of a science-based
toxic substances Bank policy. EDF told
Bank executives of its concern over the
absence of any process to assure independent, unbiased scientific information when writing guidelines on the use
of toxic substances. Conable agreed to
revise the institution's approach toward
toxic substances and approved the establishment of a high-level Toxic Chemicals
Advisory Panel composed of representatives of the World Health Organization
and international academic, business,
labor and environmental bodies. The
experts will review Bank policies on
specific substances such as asbestos,
tobacco, lead, and PCBs.

FUND FOR ANIMALS
Fort Mason Center, Bldg. C
San Francisco, CA 94123
(415) 474-4020
Founded in 1967, the Fund works
for wildlife conservation and to combat
cruelty to animals locally, nationally,
and internationally. Its motto is "we
speak for those who can't." The Fund's
activities include legislation, litigation,
education, and confrontation. Its New
York founder, Cleveland Amory, still
serves without salary as president and
chief executive officer.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Consistent with its opposition to
most forms of hunting, the Fund has
recently become active in opposing the
hunting of bison (buffalo) by hunters as
soon as the animals step outside the
boundaries of Yellowstone National
Park. Fund President Cleveland Amory
is attempting to focus national attention
on the issue. Bison hunting licenses are
issued by the Montana Department of
Fish and Game; during the winter hunt,
more than 500 bison were shot-20% of
the total Yellowstone buffalo population. A Montana law enacted due to the
influence of cattle ranchers allows all
bison entering the state to be killed.
Cattle ranchers assert the bison carry
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diseases which threaten Montana's beef
industry. Fund for Animals has produced
a videotape of the hunting which documents the lingering death of the bison,
often after they have been shot a number
of times. At this writing, Fund for Animals is planning to file a lawsuit to halt
the bison hunting.
The Fund's California office has
taken a support position on the following 1989 legislation:
-AB 212 (O'Connell) would allow
people in mobilehome parks to keep
currently-owned pets if the management
implements a policy prohibiting pets;
-AB 390 (Sher) would prohibit clearcutting of any virgin old-growth timber
stands;
-AB 685 (Filante) would revise the
legal procedure under which an animal
being cruelly treated may be seized by
humane officers;
-AB 860 (Katz) would make mountain lions "specially protected mammals", prohibit the sport hunting of
mountain lions, and provide $15 million
per year for 22 years for mountain lion,
deer, and endangered species habitat;
-SB 60 (Robbins) would require the
labeling of cosmetics and household
products which are tested on live animals to disclose that practice;
-SB 427 (Torres) would require a
study to evaluate causes of tropical rain
forest destruction worldwide; and
-SB 756 (Marks) would ban steeljaw leghold traps.
The Fund opposes SB 212 (Nielsen),
which would exempt residents 62 or
older from requirements for a hunting
license.
San Diego Fund for Animals representative Irene Ferguson is engaged in
a campaign to encourage Tijuana and
other Mexican cities to more humanely
euthanize pound animals. While working
to stop bullfighting in Mexico, Ferguson
discovered that the Tijuana pound was
killing animals with strychnine, a poison
that causes a painful, convulsive death.
She persuaded Mexican officials to allow
a San Diego veterinarian to visit the
Tijuana pound once a week to administer sodium pentobarbital, a drug which
allows the animals to gently drift into
sleep and death. Fund for Animals and
Ferguson are involved in raising funds
to build a new animal shelter in Tijuana.
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ICAN (INSURANCE CONSUMER
ACTION NETWORK)
3580 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1740
Los Angeles, CA 900 JO
(213) 387-2515
The Insurance Consumer Action Network (ICAN), organized in January 1986,
is a coalition of individuals and organizations committed to providing a consumer perspective to balance insurance
industry lobbying, and to being involved
in the process which shapes and protects
insurance consumers' rights and interests
at state and national levels. Presently
based in Los Angeles, ICAN affiliates
include Common Cause, Consumers
Union and Public Advocates; it is working to establish a presence in other
states. I CAN/ Legislate, a network of
state legislators who are members of
policy committees which consider insurance issues, is intended to offset the
influence of a similar industry group
and will develop public policy, conduct
research, and draft model legislation in
the interests of the insurance consumer.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
ICAN believes that much of its insurance-reform agenda has been achieved
with passage of Proposition 103 last
November. While substantial implementation remains to be accomplished,
ICAN hopes that California consumers
will soon begin to enjoy the benefits of a
more competitive insurance marketplace.
ICAN plans to participate in future Department of Insurance rulemaking to
implement the initiative.
At this writing, ICAN is working in
support of SB 3 (Roberti), the Insurance
Consumer Advocate bill. (See CRLR
Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989) p. 21 for
background information.) ICAN will
also support AB 103 (Connelly), an antikickback law repealed by Proposition
103, and AB 850 (Connelly), legislation
which would add important consumer
protections regarding the practices of
banks which sell insurance.
In March, !CAN intervened in the
State Farm rate hearing at the Department of Insurance, representing consumers in challenging State Farm's
proposed 17% rate increase.
With the promise of a more regulated
insurance environment, ICAN believes
it will be able to better identify actual
loss costs, and then focus on projects
which will lower the cost of insurance.
Areas of cost-containment which !CAN
will study include:
-traffic safety, including an examination of the impact of radar detectors on
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the incidence of auto accidents and
greater enforcement of safe-driving laws;
-reduction of auto insurance fraud
by seeking legislation to increase funding for local investigation and prosecution of fraud cases;
-reduction of the sale of stolen auto
parts through increased use of vehicle
identification numbers on individual
parts; and
-an increase in the use of seat belts
and passive restraints, and insurance discounts for use of such devices.

LEAGUE FOR COASTAL
PROTECTION
P.O. Box 421698
San Francisco, CA 94142-1698
(415) 777-0220
Created in 1981, the League for
Coastal Protection (LCP) is a coalition
of citizen organizations and individuals
working to preserve California's coast.
It is the only statewide organization concentrating all its efforts on protecting
the coast. The League maintains a constant presence in Sacramento and monitors Coastal Commission hearings.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In March, environmentalists criticized
the appointment by President Bush of
five Cabinet-level officials to serve on
an offshore oil drilling task force. The
task force will be headed by Interior
Secretary Manuel Lujan and will include
budget director Richard Darman, Energy
Secretary James Watkins, Environmental Protection Agency head William
Reilly, and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration chief William Evans.
"It's going to be an in-house task
force," said Lois Ewen, a director of
LCP, a Coronado City Council member,
and chair of the San Diego Association
of Governments (SANDAG). "Some of
us had thought members of Congress
might be appointed. I had hoped that
we could broaden it a little," she noted.
The task force is assigned to study the
risks and benefits of leasing offshore oildrilling tracts, including Lease Sale 91
off northern California and Lease Sale
95, which stretches from Mexico to the
Monterey County line. (See CRLR Vol.
9, No. I (Winter 1989) p. 22 for background information.) The task force is
to report back to the White House on
January I, 1990. Under a plan announced
in February, Bush placed Lease Sales 91
and 95 on hold until the task force
completes its report. On March 22,
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Interior Secretary Lujan said that he
would not slow down on preparations
for offshore oil lease sales in California
while the presidential task force conducts
its review. Several members of Congress
have asked the White House to stop the
pre-leasing activities during the review.
Lujan also pledged to include California
lawmakers in the task force study.
Coastal protectionists insist that the
state's coastline will be dotted with oil
drilling platforms if the lease sales are
approved. The platforms, standing 25
stories tall and spanning the length of
two football fields, would produce air
pollution equivalent to 7,000 cars going
50 miles per day every day, with each
rig generating between 75,000-150,000
tons of toxic waste, according to the
environmentalists. Critics also say offshore drilling operations would damage
the marine environment and discourage
tourism, a major industry in California.
A statewide coalition of offshore drilling opponents is stepping up its campaign to win congressional approval of
a bill banning oil drilling along California's coast.

NATURAL RESOURCES
DEFENSE COUNCIL
90 New Montgomery St., Suite 620
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 777-0220
The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) is a nonprofit environmental
advocacy organization with a nationwide
membership of more than 70,000 individuals, more than 13,000 of whom reside
in California. Since 1972, NRDC's western office in San Francisco has been
active on a wide range of California,
western, and national environmental
issues. Most of that work is now grouped
under five subject-matter headings: public lands, coastal resources, pesticides,
energy, and water supply. In these areas,
NRDC lawyers and scientists work on
behalf of underrepresented environmental quality interests before numerous state and federal forums. Public
health concerns are increasingly a priority, in addition to conservation of
nonrenewable resources and ecosystem
preservation.
NRDC has been active in developing
energy conservation alternatives to new
power plants and offshore oil drilling,
and resource-conserving land use policies
in California's coastal counties and federally-managed lands. Notable recent
achievements claimed by NRDC include

leadership of coalitions which have developed broadly-supported federal legislative initiatives on pesticide regulation
and efficiency standards for household
appliances.
Agricultural water supply and drainage
issues are taking on growing importance
with NRDC, including the widely-publicized contamination of the Kesterson
Wildlife Refuge and the broader policy
issues underlying that crisis. In California, NRDC appears frequently before
the Coastal Commission, Energy Commission, and Public Utilities Commission. NRDC also maintains offices m
New York and Washington, D.C.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In a report released February 27,
NRDC said that at least three million
preschool children around the nation
face an unacceptable risk of developing
cancer from pesticide residues found on
fruits and vegetables. According to
NRDC's report entitled "Intolerable
Risk: Pesticides in Our Children's Food,"
between 5,500 and 6,200 children under
the age of six may eventually get cancer
solely as a result of their exposure to
eight common pesticides used on fruits
and vegetables. The study charged that
federal and state regulations do not provide adequate protection for preschoolaged children, who usually consume a higher proportion of fruits and vegetables
than adults and may be more susceptible
to the toxic effects of pesticides.
The NRDC report alleged that routine
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
monitoring methods cannot detect approximately 60% of the pesticides likely
to leave residues in food. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
denounced the NRDC study, insisting
that federally-regulated levels of pesticide residues on produce are safe for
people of all ages, that the agency does
consider the age and levels of consumption of preschoolers when setting standards, and that it expects to order a ban
on daminozide (which it has been studying since 1979) in eighteen months.
NRDC has threatened to seek a federal court order requiring the EPA to
tighten existing pesticide standards to
levels "adequate to protect children's
health." NRDC has already sued EPA
to force a ban on the use of daminozide
(Alar), believed to be one of the most
dangerous of the chemicals studied, and
has appealed that case to the U.S.
Supreme Court after losing in the lower
court on a jurisdictional issue.
On March 3, the EPA asked Congress for authority to act more quickly
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in ordering dangerous pesticides off the
market. Currently, the process of revoking pesticide use licenses takes 15-18
months. After public comment period,
licenseholders may appeal for an administrative hearing and then to the federal
court system, which can take several
years, during which the challenged pesticides remain in use. EPA could declare
an emergency and order the licensee to
discontinue use immediately, but such a
measure is rarely justified by the available data, according to EPA 's acting
deputy administrator John Moore.
NRDC has long been concerned
about the environmental and health
hazards posed by the U.S. Department
of Energy's (DOE) complex of nuclear
warhead production facilities. At this
writing, none of DOE's weapons reactors
are operating, and the total cost of
cleaning and renovating the plants is
estimated at more than $100 billion.
One of NRDC's major goals for 1989 is
to compel the government to reexamine
the future of the nuclear weapons production complex. Specifically, NRDC
will target DOE's plan to build the
Special Isotope Separator plutonium
refinery in Idaho-a $1 billion project
at a time when former DOE Secretary
John Herrington says the nation is
"awash in plutonium." NRDC is also
concerned with plans to restart existing
reactors and to authorize construction
of five new ones proposed by DOE.
In a 1987 publication entitled "The
Plutonium Challenge" issued by NRDC
and a coalition of disarmament and environmental groups, more than thirty
distinguished scientists and experts called on the United States and the Soviet
Union to suspend production of uranium
and plutonium, which are essential ingredients for manufacturing nuclear warheads. In the report, the groups assert
that both the United States and the
Soviet Union possess vast stockpiles of
plutonium and highly-enriched uranium.
NRDC and other groups are working to
foster a dialogue between U.S. and
Soviet scientists. on solutions to the
environmental dangers of nuclear weapons facilities. Although little is known
about Soviet nuclear bomb production
plants, it is believed that the reactors are
aging and deteriorating, much like their
American counterparts.
NRDC continues its campaign to end
nuclear weapons testing through its Joint
Seismic Monitoring Project with the
Soviet Academy of Sciences. (See CRLR
Vol. 8, No. 3 (Summer 1988) pp. 28-29
for background information.) In its third
year, the testing verification project will
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allow the Bush administration to make
rapid progress in phasing out nuclear
testing. According to NRDC, this can
only be accomplished with the backing
of Congress and a push by American
voters to legislate a low-threshold testing moratorium as a first step toward a
comprehensive test ban treaty with the
Soviet Union.

NETWORK PROJECT
P.O. Box 1736
Santa Monica, CA 90406
(213) 383-9618
The Network Project (NP) is a nonprofit, tax-deductible consumer research
organization established in 1985 to monitor the impact of new technologies on
consumers and the exercise of consumer
rights in the marketplace. The project
focuses on how high technology can be
used to both protect consumers and enhance citizen participation in democratic institutions. The bimonthly newsletter Network provides subscribers with
information on consumer issues, including articles on state and federal consumer-related activities. The Consumer
Alert bulletin is published periodically
to inform members of critical developments on consumer issues.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
The long-awaited report on consumer
billing complaints being prepared jointly by Network Project and the Washington, D.C. Center for the Study of Responsive Law has been delayed again.
The groups hope to announce completion of the report during 1989. (See
CRLR Vol. 8, No. 2 (Spring 1988) p. 23
for background information.)

PACIFIC LEGAL FOUNDATION
2700 Gateway Oaks Dr., Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95833
(916) 641-8888

form of reverse discrimination. As
amicus curiae in City of Richmond v.
J.A. Croson Co., No. 87-998 (Jan. 23,
1989), PLF urged the Court to strike
down the use of quotas in public sector
contracting, claiming the practice violates the equal protection clause of the
U.S. Constitution. The City of Richmond's goal was to subcontract at least
30% of the dollar value of its construction projects to minority-owned businesses. The 6-3 majority found that the
city had shown no evidence of past discrimination to justify racial preferences;
and that even if discrimination were
shown, the preference program would
not correct past discrimination.
According to PLF, this case marks
the first instance in which a majority of
the Supreme Court has agreed that race
preferences are subject to strict scrutiny,
and that the government must show that
affirmative action programs are designed
to remedy specific past acts of discrimination against specified minority groups.
On January 26, the PLF-organized
Limited Government Project Coalition,
composed of national industry, agriculture, housing, and other business and
community leaders, released the first in
a series of recommendations to the Bush
administration on federal environmental
policy. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. I (Winter
1989) p. 23 for background information.)
The report, entitled "Achieving a Balanced Environmental Policy," concentrates on three areas: wetlands regulation,
toxic waste, and private property rights.
The report recommends reforms which
the Coalition believes will result in clear
and uncontradictory environmental regulations and eliminate needless duplication and delay. In the area of property
rights, the report calls on federal agencies to ensure that their actions do not
cause an unlawful taking of private
property. The Coalition's recommendations also seek to curb government waste
of tax dollars with a fair and streamlined
regulatory process to reduce costs associated with environmental protection.

The Pacific Legal Foundation (PLF)
is a public interest law firm which supports free enterprise, private property
rights, and individual freedom. PLF devotes most of its resources to litigation,
presently participating in more than I 00
cases in state and federal courts.

PLANNING AND
CONSERVATION LEAGUE
909 12th St., Suite 203
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 444-8726

MAJOR PROJECTS:
In what PLF called a precedent-setting case, the U.S. Supreme Court recently ruled that a Richmond, Virginia
race preference program is an unlawful

The Planning and Conservation
League (PCL) is a nonprofit statewide
alliance of several thousand citizens and
more than 120 conservation organizations
devoted to promoting sound environ-
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mental legislation in California. Located
in Sacramento, PCL actively lobbies for
legislation to preserve California's coast;
to prevent dumping of toxic wastes into
air, water, and land; to preserve wild
and scenic rivers; and to protect open
space and agricultural land.
PCL is the oldest environmental
lobbying group in the state. Founded in
1965 by a group of citizens concerned
about uncontrolled development throughout the state, PCL has fought for two
decades to develop a body of resourceprotective environmental law which will
keep the state beautiful and productive.
PCL's promotional literature states
that it has been active in every major
environmental effort in California and a
participant in the passage of several
pieces of significant legislation, including the California Environmental Quality
Act, the Coastal Protection Law, the act
creating the Bay Conservation and Development Commission, the Lake Tahoe
Compact Act, the Energy Commission
Act, the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
and laws which enhance the quality of
urban environments.
PCL is supported by individual and
group membership fees, with a current
membership of more than 7,000 individuals. PCL established its nonprofit, taxdeductible PCL Foundation in 1971,
which is supported by donations from
individuals, other foundations, and government grants. The Foundation specializes in research and public education
progra.ms on a variety of natural resource issues. It has undertaken several
major projects, including studies of the
California coast, water quality, river
recreation industries, energy pricing,
land use, the state's environmental budget, and implementation of environmental policies.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
PCL's December California Today
newsletter called winning Proposition
99, the tobacco tax initiative, its greatest
victory in the November 1988 election.
(See supra report on AMERICAN
LUNG ASSOCIATION.) The citizens'
initiative will provide more than $30
million per year to protect and enhance
fish and wildlife habitat, waterfowl
areas, and state and local parks. In
addition, a pool of more than $120 million per year may be tapped for the
other purposes of the proposition, including environmental protection. This
is one of the largest new funding sources
for the environment in California history. Over the next ten years, Proposition 99 environmental funds will total
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$350 million, according to California
Today. That money, in combination
with the $776 million allocated to parks
and wildlife by the successful Proposition 70 in June 1988, made I 988 a "billion dollar year" for PCL, the newsletter
noted.
PCL staff are working with Californians for Parks and Wildlife, the Wildlife Conservation Board (WCB), the state
Department of Parks and Recreation,
and local agencies to ensure that Proposition 70 is implemented properly and
that land for parks is purchased quickly
before land prices increase further. The
WCB has already acquired more than
6,000 acres throughout the state, and
the Department of Parks and Recreation
is also moving quickly on land acquisition. Because the state Department of
Forestry has been moving slowly to
implement Proposition 99's urban forestry program, PCL arranged a meeting
of forestry officials, conservationists,
and legislative staff to discuss the program. Forestry officials indicated they
would accelerate their efforts.
PCL and two of its attorney board
members recently intervened to help save
the Sanctuary Forest in Humboldt and
Mendocino counties from logging. Sanctuary Forest includes massive redwood
trees and old-growth Douglas fir trees.
The lawfirm of Remy and Thomas obtained a stay, preventing a timber company from cutting the trees. The WCB
has indicated a willingness to buy the
ancient forest with Proposition 70 funds.
PCL said it has received more membership mail on the issue of protecting
the California mountain lion than on
any other issue. In response, PCL announced it has vigorously entered the
cougar protection campaign and is working closely with the Mountain Lion
Coalition and Foundation to end the
hunting and protect the animals' habitat.
PCL believes rail transit is one of
the best ways to simultaneously save
energy, improve air quality, develop
improved land use patterns, and make
available affordable transportation.
PCL is working with Californians for
Better Transportation-a business/ conservationist alliance-to develop support for a statewide rail bond act which
would result in up to $3 billion for
intercity rail service, commuter service,
and light rail systems. The bond act
would need to be approved by voters in
the 1990 election. As an indication of
broad public support for rail transit,
PCL reported that six important rail
transportation bills passed the legislature last year, and several county rail

bond acts were also passed overwhelmingly by the voters.

PUBLIC ADVOCATES
1535 Mission St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 431-7430
Public Advocates (PA) is a nonprofit public interest law firm concentrating on the areas of education, employment, health, housing, and consumer
affairs. PA is committed to providing
legal representation to the poor, racial
minorities, the elderly, women, and other
legally underrepresented groups. Since
its founding in 1971, PA has filed over
100 class action suits and represented
more than 70 organizations, including
the NAACP, the League of United Latin
American Citizens, the National Organization for Women, and the Gray
Panthers.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Under a plan approved by the Public
Utilities Commission (PUC) on March
22, many sexually explicit telephone
services will only be available by advance subscription, and all fee-per-call
services will be assigned new prefixes
and subject to more stringent regulation
(see CRLR Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989)
p. 24 for background information). The
new PacBell system will go into effect
in July and will allow customers to
hang up without charge after hearing
a description of the recorded service.
PA's Robert Gnaizda praised the PUC's
decision as "very pro-consumer." He
disagreed, however, with PacBell's prediction that most "dial-a-porn" calls
would be limited to pre-subscribers with
the new system.
Under the new PUC-approved plan,
all fee-per-call services will begin
with the number 900, followed by particular prefixes designating the type
of service: 303 for messages containing
sexually explicit material considered
unsuitable for minors-the numbers will
be available only to adults who presubscribe and will be billed by the
service providers, not PacBell; 505 for
live group or "party line" conversations;
and 844 for all other services.
Residential customers will now be
able to order blocking of any or all 900
calls from their homes without charge.
Businesses will pay $ I for the blocking
service. New charges for 900 services
will be increased to $5 for the first
minute and $1 for each additional min-
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ute, with a maximum of $20 per call.
PA 's Gnaizda said the change in per
minute charges is the most innovative
aspect of the PUC ruling. He said
PacBell had sought to charge $10 for
the first minute and $5 for each additional minute. PacBell said that approximately 14% of its eight million residential
customers will remain on the current
976 system due to a lack of technicallyupgraded central office equipment in
some areas.
In February, PA and the League of
United Latin American Citizens (LULAC)
presented testimony before the Assembly
Utilities and Commerce Committee, calling on the legislature to help persuade
the six major investor-owned utilities to
set goals for promotion of women and
minorities to management positions.
Representing eight organizations, PA
and LULAC gave passing grades of C
and C- to only two utilities: PacBell
and Southern California Gas Company,
respectively. Southern California
Edison received an F- and San Diego
Gas & Electric an F, with Pacific Gas
& Electric and General Telephone receiving Ds. PA and LULAC said that
no utility has a Hispanic or AfricanAmerican in a key policymaking position, and only PacBell has an Asian in
such a position. Gnaizda also criticized
the utilities for the small amounts they
contribute to minority civic groups
compared to the millions given to other
charities.
In January, PacBell announced it
has refunded $63 million since September 1986 to customers under a PUC
order following an investigation of the
company's abusive sales practices (see
CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 26
and Vol. 8, No. 2 (Spring 1988) p. 25
for background information). PA had
called for a new round of customer
notices informing them of their possible
eligibility for refunds. A final report on
the refund program has been submitted
to the PUC by PacBell, which showed
the average refund to be $127. Terry
Churchill, PacBell's San Diego area vicepresident, said the company will continue to make the refunds to customers
who did not order services but have
been charged, and to those who did not
understand what they were agreeing to.
PA has been helping to oversee PacBell's
refund program.
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PUBLIC INTEREST
CLEARINGHOUSE
200 McAllister St.
San Francisco, CA 94102-4978
(415) 565-4695
The Public Interest Clearinghouse
(PIC) is a resource and coordination
center for public interest law and statewide legal services. PIC is partially
sponsored by four northern California
law schools: Hastings School of Law,
University of Santa Clara School of
Law, Golden Gate School of Law, and
University of California at Davis School
of Law. The Clearinghouse is also funded by the California Legal Services Trust
Fund and a subgrant from the Legal
Services Corporation.
Through the Legal Services Coordination Project, PIC serves as a general
resource center for all legal services
programs in California and other states
in the Pacific region. Services include
information on funding sources and
regulations, administrative materials,
and coordination of training programs.
PIC's Public Interest Users Group
(PUG) addresses the needs of computer
users in the public interest legal community. Members include legal services
programs in the western region of the
United States, State Bar Trust Fund
recipients, and other professionals in
various stages of computerization. PUG
coordinates training events and user
group meetings, and serves as a clearinghouse for information shared by public interest attorneys.
PI C's bi-weekly "Public Interest Employment Report" lists positions for a
variety of national, state, and local
public interest organizations, including
openings for attorneys, administrators,
paralegals, and fundraisers. There is no
charge for job listings in the employment report. A job resource library at
PIC's office is available to employment
report subscribers and to the general
public.
PIC's public interest law program at
the four sponsoring law schools helps
prepare students to be effective advocates for the poor and other disadvantaged members of society. A project
known as "PALS"-the Public Interest
Attorney-Law Student Liaison Programmatches interested law students with
practitioners in the field for informal
discussions about the practice of law.
PIC's Academic Project promotes
and facilitates the interaction of law
school faculty and legal services attorneys in furtherance of law in the public
interest. Faculty members assist prac-
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ticing attorneys with legal services cases,
and staff attorneys help faculty with
research and course materials.
PIC publishes the Directory of Bay
Area Public Interest Organizations,
which lists over 600 groups and information on their services and fees. PIC also
publishes the Directory of Public Interest Law Firms in Fifteen Northern California Counties, which lists over 150
for-profit law firms which devote a substantial portion of their legal work to
the public interest.
PIC publishes the Public Interest Advocate, a newsletter of its public interest
law program. The newsletter prints information on part-time and summer
positions available to law students. It is
published August through April for law
students in northern California. Listings
are free and must be received by the
tenth of the month.

MAJOR PROJECTS:
"LegalAid/Net", the new name for
PIC's computer bulletin board, is currently available to subscribers. (See
CRLR Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989) p. 25
for background information.) The system
operates with IBM-compatible or Apple
Macintosh computers to make legal services information available 24 hours per
day. Poverty lawyers may transfer documents and post requests for information
on the network. The system includes
information on broad areas of poverty
law, law office automation, pro bono
services, lists of directories, resources,
manuals, and forms.
PIC predicts that more than 60% of
California's 120 legal services offices
will sign up for the system this year.
Costs for LegalAid/Net subscribers are
up to $75 for software, a $25 per month
subscription charge, and up to $8 per
hour for online use. A number of other
states have similar legal services computer bulletin boards, and it is predicted
that a comprehensive legal services network will soon be available nationally.

SIERRA CLUB
Legislative Office
1014 Ninth St., Suite 201
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 444-6906
The Sierra Club has 155,000 members in California and over 400,000
members nationally, and works actively
on environmental and natural resource
protection issues. The Club is directed
by volunteer activists.
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In California, Sierra Club has thirteen
chapters, some with staffed offices.
Sierra Club maintains a legislative office
in Sacramento to lobby on numerous state
issues, including toxics and pesticides,
air and water quality, parks, forests, land
use, energy, coastal protection, water
development, and wildlife. In addition
to lobbying the state legislature, the Club
monitors the activities of several state
agencies: the Air Resources Board, Coastal Commission, Department of Health Services, Parks Department, and Resources
Agency. The Sacramento office publishes
three newsletters: Legislative Agenda
(25 times per year); and Toxics Insider
and Coastal Insider (each about four
times per year). The Sierra Club Committee on Political Education (SCCOPE)
is the Club's political action committee,
which endorses candidates and organizes
volunteer support in election campaigns.
The Sierra Club maintains national
headquarters in San Francisco, and operates a legislative office in Washington,
D.C., and regional offices in several cities
including Oakland and Los Angeles.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
California's environment and economy
face a grim future unless quick action is
taken to combat global warming, according to a report released by Sierra Club
California in January. The report, entitled "The Greenhouse Effect: The Need
for California Leadership," outlines a
plan of action for the state legislature
and state agencies to combat the problem.
Because California has traditionally
been a leader in areas such as energy conservation, alternative energy, and air quality, the report said the state can take
a major leadership role now in combating
the greenhouse crisis with both public
policy and technological advances. "California's major source of greenhouse pollution is its car-crazy transportation system,
which consumes more than one billion
gallons a month of gasoline. Motor vehicles are the single largest source of
virtually all the greenhouse gases-even
ozone-depleting CFCs-which leak out
of auto air conditioners," the report said.
The Club's report proposes a "California Greenhouse Agenda" for state
government action, plus 37 specific
policy proposals. The major proposals
would prohibit non-essential CFC uses
immediately, and phase out all CFCs as
soon as technologically possible; establish as state policy at least a 20% reduction in statewide carbon dioxide
emissions from current levels by the year
2005; accelerate market reduction of
greenhouse gases and air pollution by
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establishing appropriate economic incentives; expand investments in mass
transit and alternative vehicle fuels;
renew commitment to energy efficiency
in the residential, commercial, and industrial sectors; expand efforts to develop renewable energy fuels and technologies; and require environmental
impact reports and general plans to
consider and mitigate for emissions that
contribute to the greenhouse effect.
Copies of the report are available for $5
from the Club's Sacramento office.
The California League of Conservation Voters, after consulting with Sierra
Club and other environmental groups,
reported that more than 60% of the
environmental bills passed last year by
the legislature were vetoed by Governor
Deukmejian. The League called 1988 a
"record year" for vetoes of environmental legislation, including bills to
prohibit oil drilling off the coast of
Mendocino and Humboldt counties and
to ban ozone-depleting CFCs.
In its analysis of the Governor's
1989-90 budget, Sierra Club noted that
Deukmejian's extreme antipathy toward
the California Coastal Commission continues with yet another cut in the
agency's funds. The proposed reduction
would mean that, during his tenure,
Deukmejian will have decreased the
Commission's staff by 42%. The Commission has already notified the Governor and the legislature that its current
funding level makes it impossible for the
agency to fulfill its legislative mandates.
In other important environmental
programs, Deukmejian has failed to propose funding for recycling efforts and
toxics use reduction; his budget also
ignores the problms of workers' exposure
to toxics, pesticides in food, and clean
drinking water enforcement, according
to the Club. The budget proposes to cut
$1.8 million and 27 staff positions from
programs to investigate and halt groundwater contamination, and provides no
new resources to address the buildup of
toxic sediments in bays and estuaries.

TURN (TOWARD UTILITY RATE
NORMALIZATION)

693 Mission St., 2nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 543-1576
Toward Utility Rate Normalization
(TURN) is a nonprofit advocacy group
with about 46,000 members throughout
California. About one-third of its membership resides in southern California.
TURN represents its members, comprised

of residential and small business consumers, in electrical, natural gas, and
telephone utility rate proceedings before
the Public Utilities Commission (PUC),
the courts, and federal regulatory and
administrative agencies. The group's
staff also provides technical advice to
individual legislators and legislative committees, occasionally taking positions on
legislation. TURN has intervened in
about 200 proceedings since its founding
in 1973.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
On March 8, the PUC awarded
TURN $245,373 as compensation for its
contribution to PUC decisions which
restructured the manner in which investor-owned natural gas utilities provide and set prices for gas in California.
The award required Pacific Gas & Electric Company to contribute 46% of
TURN's compensation, Southern California Gas Company 45%, and San Diego
Gas & Electric Company 9%.
The PUC award was the largest single
intervenor compensation for substantial
contribution to a PUC decision since
the beginning of the PUC's intervenor
funding program in 1982. In order to
receive compensation, an intervenor
must demonstrate financial need; and
the PUC must determine that the intervenor has substantially contributed to
a Commission decision, and that the
decision adopts at least one of the
intervenor's factual or legal contentions
or specific policy or procedural recommendations.
The March 8 ruling noted that
TURN's participation assisted the Commission in restructuring the gas utilities'
provision of natural gas service to California customers in a way that incorporates mechanisms to protect residential
and small commercial ratepayers who
have no service or fuel alternative to the
monopoly, assigns utilities' fixed costs
on a broad basis among all classes of
ratepayers, and encourages the utilities
to seek lower-priced gas with a minimum
of risk to residential and small commercial ratepayers.
On February 23, TURN Executive
Director Sylvia Siegel appeared on a
San Diego television program with a
number of other guests, including UCAN
Executive Director Michael Shames,
state Senator Larry Stirling, County
Supervisor Susan Golding, SDG&E President Tom Page, and Michael Peevey,
Executive Vice-President of Southern
California Edison Company (SCE). Siegel attacked the proposed SCE-SDG&E
merger as detrimental to ratepayers,
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insisting that SDG&E customers' rates
would increase if the merger deal is
approved. (For further information, see
infra report on UCAN.)

UCAN (UTILITY CONSUMERS'
ACTION NETWORK)
4901 Morena Blvd., Suite 128
San Diego, CA 92117
(619) 270-7880
Utility Consumers' Action Network
(UCAN) is a nonprofit advocacy group
supported by 65,000 San Diego Gas and
Electric Company (SDG&E) residential
and small business ratepayers. UCAN
focuses upon intervention before the
California Public Utilities Commission
(PUC) on issues which directly impact
San Diego ratepayers.
UCAN was founded in 1983 after
receiving permission from the Public
Utilities Commission to place inserts in
SDG&E billing packets. These inserts
permitted UCAN to attract a large membership within one year. The insert
privilege has been suspended as a result
of a United States Supreme Court decision limiting the content of such inserts.
UCAN began its advocacy in 1984.
It has intervened in SDG&E's 1985 and
1988 General Rate Cases; 1984, 1985,
and 1986 Energy Cost Adjustment Clause
proceedings; the San Onofre cost overrun hearings; and SDG&E's holding company application. UCAN also assists
individual ratepayers with complaints
against SDG&E and offers its informational resources to San Diegans.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In January, SDG&E released the results of a public opinion poll on public
ownership of the utility, which UCAN
characterized as meaningless and a
waste of money. SDG&E spent over
$75,000 on the survey, which failed to
address whether the public supports an
investigation into the potential for a
government purchase of the monopoly,
or whether a buy-out would save consumers money, according to UCAN Executive Director Michael Shames. Shames
called the poll self-serving and claimed
it contributed little to the debate over
the Southern California Edison Company (SCE) takeover of SDG&E, which
is currently the subject of hearings
before the PUC. (See CRLR Vol. 9,
No. I (Winter 1989) p. 27 for background information.)
In February, UCAN was joined by
TURN in a motion filed with the PUC
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requesting that SCE be banned from
access to any confidential SDG&E documents until after the merger case is
concluded. Information has been released
anonymously by SDG&E employees
which indicates that Edison may have
received a good deal of proprietary information which would put SDG&E at
a severe competitive disadvantage if the
merger is rejected. Proprietary information includes data on financial status,
earnings, taxes, power purchase contracts, fuel needs, and revenue requirements. UCAN and TURN believe Edison
may already be, in effect, managing
SDG&E.
On March 8, UCAN received an internal SDG&E document from a company employee which detailed how a
merger with SCE would result in higher
utility bills, loss of competition, and loss
of local control over the company. The
SDG&E document directly contradicted
recent statements by SDG&E and SCE
executives. The report documented
SDG&E's lower rates and Edison's requests for rate increases, and noted that
a merger between the two companies
would result in the single largest utility
in the United States. "Competition in
southern California would be dead," the
memo said.
Last summer, SDG&E executives said
that its proposed takeover of Tucson
Electric Power Company was a better
deal than a merger with SCE, but the
leaked internal document showed that
SDG&E officials knew then that the
Edison deal was a bad one for San
Diego ratepayers. The document also
said that Edison manipulated utility
rate comparisons in an attempt to portray its rates in a better light; a merger
between the companies would result in
significant damage to the extensive
infrastructure currently in place in San
Diego which is dependent on SDG&E's
operations; SDG&E customers would
be forced to pick up the tab for Edison's
extensive, high-priced cogeneration contracts; and San Diegans would lose
SDG&E responsiveness to the community, especially in times of emergency.
Shames announced establishment of a
"telephone tipster" hotline, to enable
any SDG&E employee or supplier to
anonymously provide information of
which the public should be aware.
In fighting the Edison takeover of
the San Diego monopoly, UCAN will
work with economic experts to thoroughly document the costs and other perceived dangers of the merger. The accumulated data will be presented to the
PUC and the legislature in hearings
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scheduled during 1989. Public buy-out
of the utility is but one of the options
UCAN will examine in the case, but
investigation of the pitfalls of a merger
is the focus of UCAN's efforts.
Based on the information currently
available, UCAN believes an Edison
takeover will result in San Diegans
absorbing 20% of Edison's future anticipated rate hikes-which could exceed
$3 billion. A major concern is that Los
Angeles authorities and the federal
government are requiring Edison to add
on costly pollution control equipment
to its electrical generating plants.
Edison has said the new controls could
cost up to $2 billion, which would be
passed on to all customers including
those in San Diego if the merger is
approved. UCAN also believes that SCE
might increase the amount of electricity
generated by San Diego County power
plants in order to cut back on the
amount of fuel burned in the Los Angeles basin, rather than spend the
necessary funds for pollution control.
Such a measure would result in air pollution problems for San Diego.
In late February, the PUC ordered
SDG&E to absorb more than $28 million
in past electrical charges, agreeing with
UCAN's contention that the company
paid too much for electricity imported
from Arizona and New Mexico through
the company's new southwest power
transmission line. SDG&E said it would
appeal the PUC ruling to the state
Supreme Court and possibly file a federal lawsuit. Although UCAN fought
for much higher penalties for mishandled
contracts in the rate case, it considers
the decision a major victory.
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